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Riskline Alert messaging 
operates 24/7/365
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Alerts
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Each alert contains essential intelligence, 

practical advice and precise geographic data 

about risks to traveller safety or impacts 

on traveller plans. When we are able to get 

advanced warning, notices are also issued 

for events happening in the future. 

Travellers are safer when 

they are informed of the 

latest developments
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Product Integration

 API

 Portal

During a breaking incident, finding accurate information can be difficult. 

However our alerts keep travellers in the know, helping them stay safe 

and informed when something happens.

Precise location data means our alerts can be integrated with tracking 

solutions to ensure managers are given relevant information about what’s 

happening where employees are located.

Our alerts can also help assistance providers prepare for operations by 

providing them with the latest information on the ground.

Use Cases
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Supported Languages
 
 English

 French

 German

 Italian

 Japanese

 Portuguese 

 Spanish
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Alerts
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People make better decisions 
when they are informed

Advisories

We publish reports for high-risk geographic 

areas, political and security crises, persisting 

travel disruptions and major upcoming 

events like elections and international 

sporting competitions. 

Riskline’s Travel Advisories 

are detailed assessments of 

ongoing security situations 

and travel issues

left9



Product Integration

 API

 Portal

Advisories can be used before a trip to learn more about ongoing 

and evolving situations, allowing travellers to suitably prepare for a 

destination’s risks.

Travel managers can learn more about complex local developments, 

high-risk locations and upcoming events with our advisories. Longer and 

more in-depth than alerts, these reports keep managers informed and 

help them assess risk.

Use Cases
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Advisories

Supported Languages
 
 English

 French

 German

 Italian

 Japanese

 Portuguese 

 Spanish
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Helping travellers manage 
COVID-19 disruptions

COVID-19	Data

Riskline has closely tracked developments associated 

with	COVID-19	since	late	2019,	communicating	real-time	
intelligence about the pandemic to travellers via Alert 

messages,	API,	a	dedicated	COVID-19	microsite	and	the	
TravelCheck	widget.	Riskline’s	COVID-19	information	ranges	
from the city to the national level.

In-depth COVID Information
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Product Integration

 API

Our continuously-updated COVID-19 data clearly and concisely lays 
out all the information that travellers need to know before and during 

their trips to navigate all restrictions and health risks. 

This data can help keep insurance companies and assistance providers 

keep their employees and customers informed of the latest travel 

restriction	changes	and	assess	the	COVID-19	risks	of	a	destination.

Use Cases
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COVID-19	Data

Supported Languages
 
 English

 French

 German

 Indonesian

 Italian

 Japanese

 Korean

 Portuguese

 Simplified Chinese 

 Thai
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In-depth risk assessments
Destination Risk Reports

Get in-depth risk intelligence for your destination. For 

insurers, this information can be used by underwriters 

to assess country and regional risks. Security managers 

can use this information to advise their clients and 

provide risk analysis. Assessing our Destination Risk 

Reports can also inform managers decisions regarding 

trip approval and planning.

Detailed assessments for  

225+ countries and territories 

left9
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Destination Risk Reports

Product Integration

 API

 Portal

Universal Indicator

The Destination Risk Level presents the 

overall	Risk	Level	(1	through	5)	for	over	
225	countries	and	territories.	

We use five standardised risk levels 

to assess risk to personnel, travel 

and operations across all our reports. 

Each risk level is assessed based on 

an actual or potential impact and the 

likelihood of an incident occurring, if it 

has yet to take place.

Riskline summaries give a concise 

overview of the security and travel 

safety situation for any destination. 

It includes a country risk level and an 

overview of the political, terrororism, 

conflict, unrest, crime, natural hazards, 

health and local situation. 

Riskline has Destination Risk 

Assessments	for	more	than	225	
countries and territories around the 

world.

Each report expands on the Destination 

Summary and contains highly in-depth 

intelligence pertaining to security 

information and risks on the ground, as 

well as a risk level that can be integrated 

into travel policies and business 

operations. 

Risk Level Summaries Destination Report01 02 03

Our destination risk assessments are available in three levels of detail to suit your information needs.

Risk Level

5 /5

Supported Languages -
Risk Level and Summaries

 English

 French

 German

 Italian

 Japanese

 Portuguese 

 Spanish
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Vismo’s clients can benefit 

significantly from viewing the 

location of travelling staff mapped 

with pertinent Riskline content. 

This combination allows Vismo 

to forewarn both travellers and 

their employer, enabling a more 

proactive stance on risk avoidance 

or action planning.

“”

Craig Swallow

CEO,

Vismo

Lat: 63.43215  Lng: -19.05382
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Know more about where you 
actually go

City Safe Reports

Each city is assigned with a clear Risk Level. 

In addition to city-specific threats and other 

local knowledge, every report has a map of 

important locations down to street level. 

We assess the safety of more 

than 250 global cities

Product Integration

 API Portal
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Not all your travellers 
are the same

Specific Traveller Advice

Riskline’s Specific Traveller Advice includes 

information and advice on technology, local 

culture,	LGBT+	acceptance,	female	traveller	
safety and other particular safety issues.

With some travellers having 

specific concerns that may 

not apply to everyone

Product Integration

 API Portal
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Access to all Riskline content 
on any device

Portal

Riskline offers customised web portals that 

can be accessed from any device using any 

operating system. 

Every portal features easy access to 

country and city reports, the global risk 

map and the alerts dashboard for use in 

operations centres. 

All our services and reports in 

one place
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Portal

The reseller version of our portal 

features useful tools for managing 

access for client companies. Resellers 

can create new company portals, 

manage their users and restrict their 

access to certain countries.

The reseller portal can be used to 

configure email alerts – create new 

subscriptions, allow user sign-up to 

alerts and notify users of risk level 

changes. Resellers can also enable the 

daily brief for company admins and 

travellers and select which edition they 

will receive.

In the admin version of the portal, admin 

users have access to more features and 

greater customisation. This includes 

custom logo, company tab, customisable 

text boxes, settings of risk level displays 

and direct access to Riskline reports.

Reseller Tools01
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From the first steps in our 

collaboration, Riskline has 

demonstrated to have an 

innovative mindset and true 

reactivity to provide the most 

updated and the most relevant 

information to our customers.

“”
Frédéric Lafont

Procurement Director,

Travel Planet

Lat: 44.66069  Lng: -120.27815
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A dedicated hub for all our 
COVID-19 information

COVID-19	Microsite

Discover	all	the	latest	current	COVID-19	travel	
restrictions and measures. From international 

and regional travel impact and infection maps, 

to	country	reports	with	the	latest	COVID-19	
Alerts and airline supplier policy data, Riskline’s 

COVID-19	microsite	is	your	one-stop-shop	for	all	
travel regulations and restrictions.

COVID-19 travel information in depth
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Get prepared 
before you travel

Pre-Travel Advisories

Sourced from our reports and travel intelligence, 

pre-travel advisories give travellers a concise 

overview of security risks and recent 

developments prior to reaching their destination. 

Ensure travellers are informed and prepared 
before they depart.

Exactly what a traveller needs 

to know before their trip

Product Integration

 API Portal Email
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Our trusted partnership with 

Riskline began over 15 years ago 

and they are essential in ensuring 

we provide our clients, insurers 

and insured the best preperation, 

assistance, communication and 

emergecny support available.

“”
Shaun Filer

CEO,

PACE First

Lat: -50.129  Lng: -68.3535
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COVID-19 travel advice 
at your fingertips

TravelCheck Widget

TravelCheck by Riskline, can easily be embedded into 

a website or platform with only a few lines of code.

Organisations can customise the widget to their 

own brand colour, allowing for seamless integration. 

Navigation is user-friendly, delivering all the vital 

COVID-19	travel	risk	information	that	travel	managers,	
travel agents or travellers need in a concise format.

Don’t let COVID-19 confusion 

get in the way of your 

customers’ decisions

left9



Product Integration

JavaScript Inline

JavaScript	Modal

TravelCheck displays up to date risk and 

infection scores, at-a glance information 

on travel destinations and need-to-know 

information on departure and arrival, 

as well as the COVID-19 policies of 75+ 

major airlines.

Use Cases
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TravelCheck Widget
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Today’s most important security 
and travel news 

Daily Brief

This newsletter is a combination of recent 

significant incidents as well as a preview of 

the most anticipated events for the upcoming 

day, delivered at the start of each workday. 

Three editions mean that you get the right 

news, no matter where you are in the world.

Delivered straight to 

your inbox



Learn how we can keep you informed and help 

your business respond to global events that could 

impact your staff, customers or assets. 
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Get in touch

sales@riskline.com


